
Fall 2019, GT 2000 GT Transfer Seminar Section TR9
Instructor: Perez, Nicolas (Primary)

Georgia Institute of Technology

There were: 18 possible respondents.
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Question: Other overall comments

- -

Question: Other comments about quality of course

Could have used more time to get to know our own group better. Maybe through more groupwork or free days.

Increase the interaction of the students with each other

Bring in less speakers and more group interactions/projects

maybe getting to know the people in the class rather than so many presentations

More student to student engagement

Having more group bonding activities such as scavenger hunts.

Question: Course improvements

The different guest speakers we had.

Loved the guest speakers.

The resume activities

i liked the presentations we got for the resources on campus

I really liked the academic plan because it made really sit down and look at what I would need to do in the coming
years.

Resume workshop, UROP talk, ATDC Tour

Making transfer students to adapt to new life much easier

Question: Course best aspect

The work allotted was appropriate for the course.

I showed up to class and did the assignments but that was it.

Appropriate for a transfer seminar.

-

very easy and beneficial assignments

Question: Comments about student effort

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Very helpful seminar, I'd recommend it to any incoming transfer student.Perez

- -Perez

Nick was super nice to hang out with during our chill day.Perez

I really enjoyed all the speakers who spoke to us about the various campus resources. They were fun, engaging and a
break from the stress of classes.

Perez

Question: Instructor other comments

Some of the assignments we had could have been gone over more in class. Although they weren't hard, sometimes it
seemed like we had one of our big 3 assignments creeping up when he hadn't even talked about it in class at all.

Perez

Use less power points and more discussionPerez

nothingPerez

nothingPerez

Having more social time to get to know other classmates better.Perez

Question: Instructor improvements

Nick was very friendly and had the best ways and speakers to bring in to teach us about Tech.Perez

Great at explaining how to succeed at GA TechPerez

Keeping us engaged and maintaining rapportPerez

- -Perez

he was so nice and met with me for my resume! he would change the due dates of assignments if we were too busy
with midterms.

Perez

Nick took our opinions on what to do into consideration with a couple of classes.Perez

Very approachable and always considered our feedback and took action accordingly.Perez

Question: Instructor greatest strength

This course helped a lot in settling at Tech. All the different resources offered here. The guest speakers were all very
informative.

Great professor Learned very useful information that will help me in the future.

- -

I really did not like the grit and resilience presentation. I don't think it was useful or necessary. I think a presentation
about mental health or self-care would have been better suited.

Overall, the course really helped me because I was made aware of a bunch of resources and opportunities available
on campus that I would have otherwise not known about.

Very helpful course, highly recommended for every transfer student
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